Court interpreting as a type of dialogue or liaison interpreting has recently drawn an increasing level of attention in a variety of disciplines, including legal science, applied linguistics, and translation studies. Amongst discussions relevant to court interpreting, the area of sight translation has yet to be emphasized, despite its importance to the outcome of a trial. In this study I first had observations of court interpreting activities on several occasions. Based on these observations, I then formulated a questionnaire and distributed it to 86 interpreters in two training workshops organized by the Taiwan High Court in 2013. The key findings are as follows: most interpreters consider sight translation to be more difficult than other forms of interpretation in the courtroom; while conducting sight translation many interpreters pause in order to seek clarification or are interrupted; most interpreters would prefer the judge or the prosecutor to orally summarize the text to be sight translated; and, after "negotiation," most practitioners tend to lower the level of formality when dealing with a text written in a formal style. These findings imply that interpreters conducting sight translation render a translation through "negotiation" with other participants of the activity; this negotiation can be seen as an attempt to build a "context" from the perspective of liaison interpreting. This study intends to raise the awareness of court interpreters regarding a number of key issues in sight translation, and the results are hoped to be conducive to the future study of other types of liaison interpreting and interpreting as a whole.
Introduction
Court interpreting as one type of dialogue interpreting or liaison interpreting has drawn an increasing level of attention with fertilization of many disciplines including legal science, applied linguistics, and translation studies in the recent years. Combining legal science, applied linguistics, and translation studies, Susan Šarcevic (1997) indicates that legal translations in modern times should be considered as receiver-oriented and communicative. As different jurisdictions have different legal rules for translating their instruments, Šarcevic does not emphasize function or skopos of the target text, but highlights "communicative factors" of the target text. She even criticizes Vermeer's skopos theory or functionalism too simplified. Holding the similar view with Šarcevic's, Hatim and Mason (1997) suggest translation including interpreting activities as a dynamic piece between the text producer and text receiver, with all those textual clues as guiding principles to be monitored closely. In their book they state that, TRANSLATION FROM TEXT-LINGUISTIC APPROACH   320 common concern which sometimes escapes unnoticed … the striking uniformity which emerges when translating is looked upon as an act of communication…. (Hatim & Mason, 1997, p. 1) The topic of this paper is on sight translation in a court setting. In performing such activities, the sight translator reads a written text and orally delivers the output, which is certainly an act of communication as Šarcevic and Hatim and Mason delineate.
Literature Review Sight Translation in Court vs. in Conference
To begin with, let's address the differences between sight translation and other common types of interpreting activities such as consecutive interpreting and simultaneous interpreting. One thing is common among these activities: All of them have the same end product-an oral re-expression of the source message in the target language. However, the sight translator reads a written text, whereas the interpreter in both simultaneous and consecutive modes listens to a speaker. Though given limited time on analyzing the text, Agrifoglio (2004) considers text analysis paramount in performing sight translation. It is important to have schemata or prior knowledge to help retrieve information according to short-term or long-term memory. In the courtroom where the interpreting is mainly conducted in a liaison mode, interpreters frequently stop on this own to clarify meanings or are interrupted by other participants due to some reasons. Sight translation in the courtroom is therefore very much different from sight translation of conference setting pertaining to this aspect. The followings are three actual examples in the Taiwan courtroom.
( (2) Medical Report (the court interpreter stopped to tell the judge there were a few medial terms he didn't know how to interpret.)
Original Text
The autopsy shows the male was around his seventies when he died. He was Mongolian. The body showed no outward signs of violence before death. He drowned before his decease. His abdominal artery showed a sign of sclerosis. His left and right coronary artery gave rise to clogs in vessels of respectively 10% and 90% in the right and left heart ventricle. His left heart ventricle suffered from hypertrophy, and his combined lungs had a sign of edema. A residual part of food was left in his terminal respiratory tubes and pulmonary alveolus. He also had intrarenal vascular sclerosis and a fatty liver. He had inflammation of bile duct that caused suppurations.
(3) Charge letter (the interpreter was told to sight translate the charge letter but interrupted by the defendant several times claiming his innocence)
The Defendant had a public wedding ceremony and a banquet attended by a number of guests. Although the two parties did not officially register as lawful husband and wife, according to the regulations of the ROC Civil Code valid on the day of the wedding ceremony, the Defendant was the lawful spouse of the Plaintiff. The Defendant was fully aware of the aforementioned fact; nonetheless, he registered as the lawful spouse of Hsu X on May 20th, 2013, at the Household Registration Office in the Zhongshan District of Taipei City. The Defendant therefore committed bigamy as defined by the modified regulations of the ROC Civil Code.
Sight-translated Text According to the law or the clauses from this contract, should the employer fail to pay the employee within 6(six) months of the date stated in the contract, Company X may notify the employer in writing and terminate the contract 7 days after notifying the employer.
Research Methods
To find out what is the situation of sight translation in the courtroom. The research of this paper first had observations of interpreting in the courtroom. The researcher got an initial finding that insufficient legal knowledge or legal terms are one of major difficulties interpreter encounters. She then conducted a survey based on results of observations among the practicing interpreters in two workshops organized by the judicial institution, one in May 2013 and another in August 2013, totaling 86 of them island wide. Main findings are as follows: (1) During sight translation, they would stop to clarify meaning or might even be interrupted by participants. (2) As Chinese is not the native language of many south-eastern Asian immigrants, they suggested the judge or the prosecutor give an idea of the facts included in letters of charge or ruling for an easier comprehension. (3) If coming across any legal terms or frozen language, they even lower the level of formality for better understanding.
Results and Discussions

Results of the Survey
The reliability of the questionnaire is high (0.753) (see Table 1 ). Results also show that sight translation is a difficult activity (84.8% scoring 4 or above) in the courtroom regardless of language types (see Table 2 and Figure 1 ). Most court interpreters would ask for clarification (72.2%) (see Table 3 and Figure 2 ). Some court interpreters would be even interrupted (48.1%) by other participants (see Table 4 and Figure 3 ). When encountering texts or terms which are hard to understand, a majority of interpreters would lower the register (69.6%) for communicative purposes (see Table 5 and Figure 4 ). 
Hatim and Mason's Text Linguistic Approach
The above results show court interpreters when performing sight translation actively engage in constructing a "context" of liaison interpreting through negotiation according to the viewpoint of Hatim and Mason (see Figure 5 ). Moreover, according to Hatim and Mason (1997, p. 51 ) the "context" includes "register membership", "pragmatics" and "semiotics". Under "Register membership" there are variables of "field", "mode" and "tenor" in dealing with a communicative text. In the courtroom, the "field" court interpreters frequently deal with is those texts of legal discourse, i.e. charge letter or verdicts, noted for their special terminology which is often puzzling to laymen. In the researcher's experience, the court interpreter may sight-translate texts which are represented either in a spoken mode or a written mode requiring reading reflectively to understand. The way we Context   Text   COURT SIGHT TRANSLATION FROM TEXT-LINGUISTIC APPROACH   327 choose words and phrases in speaking mode and the way we choose them in writing mode are not the same processes at all. Speaking is done on the fly, while writing is both slow and editable (Chafe & Danielewicz, 1987, p. 89) . To reach a communicative purpose, the interpreter might lower the register for oral delivery when encountering a text that is presented in a written mode.
With reference to factors of pragmatics, take sight translation of the Miranda Rights as an example. At the beginning of each task the interpreter is required to interpret the Miranda Rights to the defendant. The original goes like below: 訊問被告應先告知左列事項︰ 一、得保持緘默，無須違背自己之意思而為陳述。 二、得選任辯護人，若你無法負擔，法院將為你安排一位公設辯護人。 三、得請求調查有利之證據。 We notice the modal verb "de" ( 得 ) above at the beginning of each sentence. Two ways of sight-translating these rights, one in a formal register and the other one in a semi-formal register as occurring in dialogical mode, are:
(Formal) You may remain silent in the courtroom. You may appoint an attorney to represent you during the questioning. If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed to you free of charge if you wish… (Semi-formal) You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say or do may be used against you in a court of law. You have the right to consult an attorney before speaking to the police and to have an attorney present during questioning now or in the future. If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed for you before any questioning, if you wish… It is obvious that the two interpretations above are proper. However, for pragmatic consideration, some defendants who have low level of literacy or educational background, might feel hard to catch the meaning of legal speech acts stated in Miranda Rights. Sometimes the interpreter is even at a situation to interpret in a very informal way or even make explanation to the defendant to facilitate their understanding.
As to semiotics, it is related to culture-specific requirements during translation or interpretation. Legal discourse being a product of one specific culture, the interpreter is advised to pay attention about how to adapt the legal terms to the receiving culture while achieving equivalent legal function. For example, there are Chameleon-hued words, which tend to have a vague and ambiguous reference, such as "reasonable time", "reasonable compensation", "reasonable accommodation". In Chinese we have 相當期限，正當理由，適當處 置，足生損害，公然侮辱, all indicating a vague and ambiguous meaning. For example, the author once was asked to sight translate the charge letter below (see Figure 6 Hatim and Mason (1997) suggest translation including interpreting activities as a dynamic piece between the text producer and text receiver, with all those textual clues as guiding principles to be monitored closely based on text linguistic approach. As mentioned previously, court interpreting has drawn an increasing level of attention. Amongst discussions relevant to it, sight translation is considered by many interpreting practitioners as a difficult activity (84.8% scoring 4 or above on a Likert scale). Yet, despite a fair level of difficulty, this area has not been emphasized by instructors and researchers. To design a paradigm for this type of interpreting activities, the author therefore suggests an analysis according to Hatim and Mason: The instructor might put an emphasis on the training of such aspects as register membership, pragmatics, and semiotics. When practicing on site, in constructing "context" through negotiation, the interpreter performing sight translation is advised to consider the elements of "context" such as register variables, pragmatics, and semiotics, making adjustment in oral delivery spontaneously. We hope this study may be insightful to analyze the activity of sight translation regardless of interpreting types-conference or judicial or medical types. A revised text-linguistic model for court sight translation based on Hatim and Mason's approach is below (see Figure 7) : 
Conclusion
